
Other training 

If you can't make these sessions or prefer to train by yourself, there are some suggestions below of 
sessions you can do by yourself. These sessions are one's normally done by the 'Experienced' 
training group, but the great thing about time based sessions is that it doesn't matter how fast you 
are, 2mins is still 2mins! If the whole session is too much for you right now, reduce the number of 
sets or just stop when they feel they've done enough. 

It's really important to be properly warmed up before attempting any of these sessions. At the very 
least make sure that you start off with 10mins of slow/steady running to loosen up the muscles and 
get the HR up a bit. You might want to increase the pace a bit towards the end of the warm-up run, 
gently easing yourself into the effort that's about to come. 

If you prefer to do a structured warm up similar to what we do on Tuesday nights, you could start off 
with a 5min slow/steady run followed by some mobility exercises (e.g., arm swings, legs swings, 
open the gate/close the gate, ankle rotations). You can follow this with something more dynamic to 
get the HR up and get the key muscles groups firing (e.g., high knees, heel flicks, fast running on the 
spot, accelerations over 100m). If you don't know what any of these are you could try this warm up 
session instead.  

Dynamic Athletics Warm Up 

The following sessions are all out and back sessions i.e., you run out to a point, recover, then run 
back to the start point. 

Session 1 - Pyramid 

• 1min out, 1min back 
• 90s out, 90s back 
• 2min out, 2min back 
• 90s out, 90s back 
• 60s out, 60s back. 
• Recovery is 30seconds between each rep 
• Rest 3mins then repeat 

Session 2 - 2min (roughly 500m) 

• 2min out, 2min back 
• 2min out, 2min back 
• Recovery is 60s between each rep 
• Rest for 3mins then repeat two more times. 

Session 3 - 4min (roughly 1K) 

• 4min out, 4min back 
• 4min out, 4min back 
• Recovery is 90s between each rep 
• Rest for 3mins then repeat 

If you wanted to cut down the number of reps you could do: 

https://www.ontrackathletics.co.uk/training/dynamic-athletics-warm-up/?fbclid=IwAR3_8hIT_iClGjtQDtVTBL1AEh9tg2aADgAuABm-cylc8v0fRUFAqrh2o5M


• 4min out, 4min back, 4min out 
• Rest 3mins 
• 4min back, 4min out, 4min back 

Session 4 - Hill reps 

Find a suitably long hill for the following pyramid session. The times shown are how long (in seconds) 
that you need to maintain the uphill effort before stopping and jogging back to the bottom. 

• 20s, 25s, 30s, 35s, 40s, 45s, 40s, 35s, 30s, 25s, 20s 
• Rest for 3mins and then repeat. 

Session 5 - Fartlek Run 

Fartleks are not only fun to say out loud, but they're fun to run. Fartlek is the Swedish for "speed 
play," and that is exactly what this run is all about. Unlike tempo and interval work, fartlek is 
unstructured and alternates between moderate to hard efforts with easy efforts throughout. After a 
warmup, you play with speed by running at faster efforts for short periods of time (to that tree, to 
the sign) followed by easy-effort running to recover. If you’re running solo, you can use it as a playful 
way to pass the time by targeting random markers as the finish line for the hard efforts. The goal is 
to keep it free-flowing so you’re untethered to the watch or a plan, and to run at harder efforts but 
not a specific pace. Benefits of Fartlek: Stress-free workout that improves mind-body awareness, 
mental strength, and stamina. 

 


